[Age-related dynamics of the reactivity of the sensorimotor cortex rhythms during real and imaginary movements in schoolchildren with total speech underdevelopment].
The author relates the age-associated dynamics of the responsiveness of rolandic alpha-, theta- and beta-I rhythms in 31 right-handed boys with total speech underdevelopment (TSU) and 32 healthy right-handed boys at real and mental motion of the left and right hand. Retardation of the development of the responses in children with TSU was shown as were rhythmic impoverishment and reflectivity of those responses. They were short of the ipsilateral response of the theta-rhythm during right hand motion, which is reviewed in healthy children as an early "extrapyramidal" stage of reacting. Emphasis is laid on an appreciable asymmetry of the encephalogram in children with TSU at rest and in healthy children at motion. The relationship is demonstrated between the number of synergic movements and the degree of maturity of the electroencephalographic response and the character of its lateralization. The rolandic alpha-rhythm in preschool children is regarded as a prototype of the adult mu-rhythm.